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Thankyou foryour help in supplying maxon with high quality components.
We have the pleasure of being able to inform you that same of your
company's components are included in maxon's motors and gearboxes
supplied to JPLfor the Mars 2020 Perseverance rover and Ingenuity
helicopter missions.

Withthe recent confirmation that the first sample has been successfully
collected, we now know that all the actuators we delivered are functioning
correctly! If the rest of the mission proceeds äs planned, then these
samples will eventually be returned to Earth äs part of the first sample
cotlection mission on another planet.
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Actuators for the Mars 2020 Mission
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hlelicopter Ingenuity
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Actuators äs installed in rover

EC32 flat on sample handling
assembly arm / 3x
- Elbowjoint. Shoulderjoint
- Linear movement

EC32flat/2x
- Sealing Station piston
- Release mechanism for
sample drop-off
Protective housing

r
Detent brake

Motor

EC32flat/2x
- SealingStation piston
- Release mechanism for

sample drop-off

Cöre features are shared with the
EC20flat+GPX22UP/1x

EC32flat/1x

- Samplehandlingarm

- Helicopter deployment

end effector

Pleasenotethat alt spacecraftand mechanlsm level Imagesinthisdocumentarecourtesy NASA/JPL-Caltechandanyfurther
useofthem is subjecttothe«JPLimageusepolicy»,seewww.jpl. nasa.gov/jpl-image-use-policy.All Imagesshowingonly
the actuators or thelr sub-assemblies are Copyright maxon and may not be used wlthout permissfon from maxon.
Please contact space@maxongroup. com if you wish to use any Images.
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Perseverance is just stage one of
Mars Sample Return

JPL Mars 2020 M24 actuator

CURRENTMISSION
Mars 2020 (Perseverance) collects samples,
packagesthem in tubes and deposits them
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in «Caches» on the surface of Mars.

late 2020's

Sample Fetch Mission Lander:
Launch late in 2020's decade, landing

-2030 (lang travel time due to high
mass of lander). Landerbuilt byJPL.

Rover returns to lander and transfers

collected samples into lander.

Landerdeploys the SFR(Sample
Fetch Rover), built by ESA. Rover
drives to collect Mars 2020 samples.
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Rocket launches from lander in

early 2030's, taking samples
into Mars orbit. Launcher built

byJPL.

early-mid2030's
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Samples collected in Mars orbit by Earth
Return Orbiter (built by ESA). Samples fly
back to Earth and land about 1 year after
launch from Mars surface.

First helicopter on Mars «Ingenuity»
Swashplateand 3 control
motors for upper blade
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Swashplate and 3
motors for

Swashplate
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Background information about the maxon Group
maxon is a family owned business,founded in Obwaldenin 1961and
currently employing over 3000 people world wide (-1200 in Switzerland).
Annual turnover is ~600million CHFfrom -4. 5 million motors in
Swashplate
This is a mechahism found on all helicopters

andis used to adjust the pitch (angle) of the
rotor blades and thereby controls the movement
of the vehicle.

16, 000 different variations per year.

